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Thoughtful, Ongoing 
Communication

People expect to feel seen by brands and when they do not, perceived lack of effort breeds distrust. 
Making efforts to connect with individuals through consistent and thoughtful communication is recommended

Video Advertising 
Serves As A Gateway 
To Brand Trust

There’s an opportunity for brands to communicate any dimension of trust in advertising – particularly video. 
However, business practices should always align to ensure authenticity

Embrace Responsible 
Media Practices

Embrace Responsible Media Practices

For brands, media responsibility isn’t just a component, it’s the driving force behind establishing consumer trust. Brands 
should:

Ensure Credible and 
Safe Media Environments:

Nearly half of consumers believe 
that seeing ads in a reputable and 
secure context is essential for 
building trust

Support Diversity 
in Communities and Creators: 

Nearly as many consumers feel that 
trust is built when brands actively 
support diverse voices and creators

Reflect a Diverse World: 

A substantial segment of the 
audience values ads that are set 
against a backdrop of diverse and 
representative content
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